### HARDCOVER

**RANK** | **FICTION** | **NONFICTION**
---|---|---
1 | The Women | The Wager: A Tale of Shipwreck, Mutiny and Murder
Kristin Hannah, St. Martin's Press, $30 | David Grann, Doubleday, $30
2 | The Hunter | The Creative Act: A Way of Being
Tana French, Viking, $32 | Rick Rubin, Penguin Press, $32
3 | The Heaven & Earth Grocery Store | Reading Genesis
4 | Wandering Stars | Supercommunicators
Tommy Orange, Knopf, $29 | Charles Duhigg, Random House, $30
5 | Fourth Wing | The House of Hidden Meanings: A Memoir
6 | Until August | Atomic Habits
Gabriel Garcia Márquez, Anne McLean (Transl.), Knopf, $22 | James Clear, Avery, $27
7 | North Woods | Grief Is for People
Daniel Mason, Random House, $28 | Sloane Crosley, MCD, $27
8 | Remarkably Bright Creatures | How to Know a Person
Shelby Van Pelt, Ecco, $29.99 | David Brooks, Random House, $30
9 | Iron Flame | Oath and Honor: A Memoir and a Warning
10 | A Fate Inked in Blood | Mostly What God Does: Reflections on Seeking and Finding His Love Everywhere
Danielle L. Jensen, Del Rey, $29.99 | Savannah Guthrie, Thomas Nelson, $29.99
11 | Martyr! | Burn Book: A Tech Love Story
Kaveh Akbar, Knopf, $28 | Kara Swisher, Simon & Schuster, $30
12 | Lessons in Chemistry | The Comfort of Crows: A Backyard Year
Bonnie Garmus, Doubleday, $29 | Margaret Renkl, Spiegel & Grau, $32
13 | Demon Copperhead | Outline: The Science and Art of Longevity
Barbara Kingsolver, Harper, $32.50 | Peter Altia, M.D., Bill Gifford, Harmony, $32
14 | Tom Lake | Slow Productivity
Ann Patchett, Harper, $30 | Cal Newport, Portfolio, $30
15 | Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow | The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse
Gabrielle Zevin, Knopf, $28 | Charlie Mackesy, HarperOne, $22.99
16 | Maktub | 3 Shades of Blue: Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Bill Evans, and the Lost Empire of Cool

### OTHER HARDCOVER INDIE FAVORITES

**Bye, Baby: A Novel**
Carola Lovering, St. Martin's Press, $29

“Tell Me Lies made me a Carola Lovering fan, and she has not disappointed since. Bye, Baby is as dark and thrilling as ever and may be my favorite work she’s ever done.”
—Kailey Fox, Kingfisher Bookstore, Coupeville, WA

**Thunder Song: Essays**
Sasha səbəlu LaPointe, Counterpoint, $27

“Thunder Song is an insightful account of growing up Indigenous and Queer on stolen land. LaPointe is not consumed with sitting in trauma, but in finding a way forward joyfully and caring for herself and the people around her. Not to be missed.”
—Margaret Leonard, Dotters Books, Eau Claire, WI
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